The clogging behavior of a symmetric binary mixture of particles that are driven in opposite directions through constrictions is explored by Brownian dynamics simulations and theory. A dynamical state with a spontaneously broken symmetry occurs where one species is flowing and the other is blocked for a long time which can be tailored by the size of the constrictions. Moreover, we find self-organized oscillations in clogging and unclogging of the two species. Apart from statistical physics, our results are of relevance for fields like biology, chemistry, and crowd management, where ions, microparticles, pedestrians, or other particles are driven in opposite directions through constrictions.
The clogging behavior of a symmetric binary mixture of particles that are driven in opposite directions through constrictions is explored by Brownian dynamics simulations and theory. A dynamical state with a spontaneously broken symmetry occurs where one species is flowing and the other is blocked for a long time which can be tailored by the size of the constrictions. Moreover, we find self-organized oscillations in clogging and unclogging of the two species. Apart from statistical physics, our results are of relevance for fields like biology, chemistry, and crowd management, where ions, microparticles, pedestrians, or other particles are driven in opposite directions through constrictions. Understanding the flow of particles through patterned channels is of great relevance for fields ranging from nanofluidics [1] [2] [3] [4] to medicine [5] [6] [7] to crowd management [8] but is also interesting from a fundamental physics point of view. In this regard, the clogging and unclogging behavior near constrictions is of prime importance as it stops and restarts the global flow. This has been by now explored a lot for a single species of particles driven through a narrow constriction. On the nanoscale, the permeation of molecules through structured pores has been found to be controlled by constrictions [9] . Colloidal particles [10] [11] [12] , dusty plasmas [13] , and micron-sized bacteria [14, 15] passing micro-patterned channels constitute microscopic situations where clogging is essential. On the mesoscale, vascular clogging by parasitized red blood cells [16] has been studied, and in the macroscopic world, clogging has been observed in gravity-driven granulates in silos [17, 18] and when pedestrians or animals like sheep escape through a narrow door [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Here we address the clogging behavior of mixtures of two particle species that are driven in opposite directions through channels with constrictions. In the absence of any constrictions, rich pattern formation like laning and banding has been found in many such systems [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , but studies on corresponding systems with constrictions are rare [32] . This is surprising since there are many real systems where the flow of oppositely driven particles through constrictions is of great importance. An example from the microworld are oppositely charged ions in an electric field that drives the particles in opposite directions through the pores of a membrane. Such ionic counterflows occur especially in ion channels that are present in the membranes of all cells and that are key components in various biological processes [33] . The proper transport of ions through ion channels is crucial for muscle contraction, T-cell activation, regulation of the cell volume, and many other biochemical processes, and an impairment of ion channel transport (e.g., due to channelopathies) has disastrous consequences for the organism [34] . Ionic counterflows through a porous medium also occur in gel electrophoresis. An example from the macroworld are pedestrians which intend to exit and enter a building at the same time through a narrow door [32] .
In this Letter we explore the rich flow and clogging behavior of a symmetric binary mixture of oppositely driven particles in a channel with constrictions within a simple two-dimensional model. For a completely symmetric situation of an initially homogeneous mixture in a periodic channel with spatial inversion symmetry, we observe states of simultaneous flow and of simultaneous clogging of the two particle species, but interestingly we also find a spontaneous symmetry breaking of clogging. This phenomenon implies that although both flow directions are equivalent in the model, one species is flowing and the other species is clogging. The partial clogging can be inverted after a characteristic flipping time τ 1 , but the flipping time becomes very long if the constrictions are narrow. This means that in the symmetry-broken state the flow of one species dominates on reasonable time scales. Moreover, for narrow constrictions we observe a state of self-organized oscillations in clogging and unclogging of the two species. These effects occur especially in systems with large average particle densities and can be exploited to trigger the partial flow of binary mixtures through patterned channels.
In our model, we consider a channel with sinusoidal walls described by the functions w(z) = b/2 + a(1 − cos(2πz/λ)) and −w(z), where z is the coordinate along the channel axis, b is the minimal wall distance, a is the amplitude of the spatial wall modulation, and λ is its period length (see inset in Fig. 1a ). This channel confines a suspension of two species (i.e., a binary mixture) of driven, interacting, spherical Brownian particles with the same particle number and the same effective particle diameter σ (see below). The external driving force has the same absolute value F ext for all particles. It drives the particles of one species in z direction and the particles of the other species in the opposite direction. The dynamics of the particles in our model is overdamped. If a particle is not interacting with other particles or with the wall, the external driving force leads to the maximum particle speed v 0 . Such a system is described by the Langevin equationṡ
where r i (t) is the position of the ith particle at time t. v
is the inverse thermal energy with Boltzmann constant k B and absolute temperature T , D T is the translational diffusion coefficient of a particle, and the total initial number of particles N λ = 4λ(b + 2a)φ/(πσ 2 ) in a channel segment of length λ is prescribed by an average particle packing fraction φ. The force
acting on particle i with the pair-interaction potential U (r) takes into account interactions with other particles, F wall (r) = −∇ r U (w(z) − |x|) is the force that the wall exerts on a particle at position r = (x, z), and the components of ξ i (t) are uncorrelated standard Gaussian white noise terms. To describe the interactions, we used the soft Yukawa potential of point particles U (r) = U 0 exp(−κr)/(κr) with κ = 6/σ and U 0 chosen so that the minimal center-to-center distance of two colliding particles is σ: −U (σ) = F ext .
To simulate such a system, we solved Eq. (1) numerically employing the Ermak-McCammon scheme [35] . For these Brownian dynamics simulations, we used the effective particle diameter σ, Brownian time τ B = σ 2 /D T , and thermal energy k B T as units for length, time, and energy, respectively. We considered a channel of length 2λ with periodic boundary conditions and used homogeneous random initial particle distributions (see 2 ) and that an individual particle with speed v 0 could traverse the channel more than 1000 times within the simulation period.
We found that for large b the particles of the two species can easily move simultaneously in opposite directions through the constrictions and create a persistent symmetric flow with a vanishing average particle velocity v (see inset in Fig. 1b and supplemental movies) , where · denotes an average over all particles. In contrast, if b is sufficiently small, the particles can hardly pass the constrictions and many particles accumulate near them.
Interestingly, in such a system, which is initially invariant under parity inversion and time reversal, a spontaneous symmetry breaking can be observed: the particles of one species are passing the constrictions, whereas the motion of the other particles is blocked [36] (see inset in Fig. 1b and supplemental movies) . In this persistent asymmetric flow, v is nonzero (see Fig. 2b ). When b becomes smaller, the time-averaged absolute value | v (b)| of v (b) increases; its maximum value can be observed at b ≈ 2.5σ (see Fig. 1a )
In the asymmetric flow state, the sign of the mean particle velocity v is random. After a characteristic flipping time τ 1 [37] , the direction of the asymmetric flow and thus the sign of v change (see Fig. 2c , this can happen several times in succession) or the system proceeds with a different flow state (see Fig. 2d After an asymmetric flow, two other flow states are possible: an oscillatory state (see Fig. 2d ,e) and a completely jammed state (see Fig. 2f ). Both states have in common that the flow is nearly or completely blocked at one constriction so that the particles accumulate only there. In contrast to the asymmetric flow state, where the continuous particle flow avoids a positional ordering of the particles in the dense regions, in the oscillatory and completely jammed states a large amount of the particles is densely packed with a locally near-hexagonal pattern (see supplemental movies). This strongly hampers or even completely suppresses the flow of particles through the constriction.
In the oscillatory state, only sometimes particles of one species manage to pass the constriction. Since the flow of one particle species destroys the force equilibrium at the interface between the particles of both species, the flow is blocked again after a characteristic time τ 2 and it is now easier for particles of the other species to pass the constriction. This leads to a small oscillatory flow through the constriction so that the sign of v changes again and again (see supplemental movies). The duration τ 2 of the small unidirectional flows is random with a probability density function p(τ 2 /τ B ) that increases for small τ 2 , has a maximum at τ 2 /τ B ≈ 75 for b = 2σ and φ = 0.8, and decays exponentially for large τ 2 (see Fig. 3 ). According to our simulation results, p(τ 2 /τ B ) can be described by a function p(τ 2 /τ B ) = c 0 (τ 2 /τ B ) c1 exp(−c 2 τ 2 /τ B ) with fit parameters c 0 , c 1 , and c 2 . On the other hand, in the completely jammed state there is no flow at all and v is zero (see supplemental movies).
Both states can follow directly after an asymmetric flow state, alternate repeatedly, and persist for long times. In contrast, we never observed an asymmetric flow state following after an oscillatory or completely jammed state. The reason is the accumulation of all particles at one constriction in the oscillatory and completely jammed states, whereas there are accumulations of similar size at all constrictions in the asymmetric flow state: when all particles are accumulated at one constriction, the particle flow is so small that the particles can no longer accumulate at other constrictions. Hence, starting from a homogeneous initial particle distribution, for large b a persistent symmetric flow state occurs, for sufficiently small b an asymmetric flow state that can change into an oscillatory or completely jammed state forms, and for 0 b σ the constrictions are so small that particle flow through them is impossible. The critical value of b that separates states with asymmetric flows from those with symmetric flows depends on the average particle packing fraction φ. It is close to σ for small φ and increases with φ (see Fig. 4a ). An approximate expression for the corresponding critical relation of b and φ can be determined by studying the stability of asymmetric and symmetric flows. A general flow state, which includes all these spatially periodic flows, is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The particles of species A and B accumulate on different sides of the constrictions and are separated by interfaces, but can cross the interfaces with particle current densities J A 0 and J B 0, respectively. Since the system is spatially periodic, it is sufficient to focus on a channel segment of length λ. If z 0 is the interface position in this segment and l A and l B are the lengths of the channel segments that are occupied mainly by particles of species A and B, respectively, the general flow state can be described by balance equations for the conserved mean numbers N 
for the particles of species A and B, respectively. The interface position z 0 and the relative particle flow ∆J = J A −J B can be time-dependent. Their time derivatives are approximately proportional to the force density f , which the particles of both species exert on the interface. According to the hydrostatic paradox [38] , f is proportional to the segment-length difference ∆l = l A − l B . This leads toż 0 ∝ ∆l and∆J ∝ ∆l, where the proportionality constants are positive. A stable flow state therefore requires ∆l = 0.
We now use Eqs. (2) and (3) to study the existence of flow states with ∆l = 0. For z 0 = 0, such a solution always exists and Eqs. (2) and (3) yield ∆J = 0, i.e., the flow state is symmetric. A stable asymmetric flow state is therefore only possible for z 0 = 0. If we increase z 0 (we focus on z 0 0 for symmetry reasons) and keep ∆J = 0, ∆l and thusż 0 become positive (see Fig. 5 ) and the state with z 0 = 0 is unstable. In reality, however, also ∆J becomes positive for z 0 > 0 and reduces N 7 (see Fig. 4b ). This result is in good agreement with our simulations (see Fig. 4 ).
In summary, we have studied the flow and clogging behavior of oppositely driven particles in a periodic channel with constrictions. We have shown that as a consequence of spontaneous symmetry breaking, even in an initially completely symmetric system partial clogging, where the particles of one species are flowing and the other particles are clogging, can occur. In addition, we have observed self-organized oscillations in clogging and unclogging of the two species. Our work demonstrates that and how the flow state of a corresponding system can be steered by tuning the constriction size and average particle packing fraction appropriately. These results are interesting from a statistical physics point of view and relevant also for many real systems in various fields ranging from nanofluidics to crowd management. In the fu-ture, our system could be directly realized in experiments with suspensions of two species of oppositely charged colloidal particles in an electrostatic external field. A further experimental realization is possible with a "binary colloidal hourglass", i.e., with colloidal particles under gravity, whose mass densities are smaller and larger, respectively, than the mass density of the surrounding solvent.
